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Created by: Mary Morton

Tools: Round-nose and chain-nose
pliers, flush cutters, scissors, super
glue

To make this design:
1. Take approx. 2-3" of the teal and

gray cording and tie them
together with a simple knot. Trim
down to 1".

2. Attach the decorative hook crimp
tube and a decorative loop-end
crimp tube to the ends of the
section in step 1. Add a drop of
glue to hold the cord ends in
place and crimp closed.

3. Repeat steps 1-2, this time using
two decorative loop-ends instead
of a hook and a loop. You should
have two knotted sections that
comprise the clasp.

4. Cut three pieces of snake chain
approximately 1", 1.25", and
1.75" long. Add a drop of glue and attach a small crimp tube with loop to each end for a total of six ends. Add these sections to a
3.6mm jump ring, and attach at any point near the clasp. Attach briolettes to 2 of the free ends with small oval jump
rings, and add a small crystal bead to a ball-end head pin. Create a simple loop (illustration at right) to connect.

5. Add a 3mm crystal bead, a 12mm graphic bead, and another 3mm crystal bead to a thin eye pin. Use your round-
nose pliers to create a simple loop. Trim excess wire and attach to a knotted clasp section. Repeat on other side.

6. Cut two 3.5" strands of both rattail colors and the snake chain. Add a drop of glue and a decorative center crimp tube
with loop to each end. Attach these to the sections you created in step 4.

7. Create three large graphic bead links by adding a 3mm crystal bead, a squaredelle bead, an 18mm graphic bead,
another squaredelle and a final 2mm crystal bead to an eye pin. Round the straight wire ends into simple loops,
connecting them together as you go. Add the two end loops of this section to the section you created in step 6.

Suggested Materials
Qty. Stock Name
1 foot #61-741-37 Standard size rattail, teal
1 foot #61-741-30 Standard size rattail, dark gray
1 foot #50-498 1mm snake chain necklace, sterling silver
6 #46-366-3-141 Swarovski® crystal squaredelles, pacific opal
3 #05-520-18-160 Swarovski 18mm graphic beads, crystal/silver shade
2 #05-520-12-160 Swarovski 12mm graphic beads, crystal/silver shade
1 #37-291-46 3.6mm round jump ring, Argentium® sterling silver
1 #41-551-98-40 Decorative center-crimp tube with hook, sterling silver
7 #41-551-99-40 Decorative center-crimp tubes with loop, sterling silver
12 #05-000-03-20 3mm Swarovski faceted crystal round beads, siam
1 #37-557 1” thin ball-end head pin, sterling silver
1 #06-010-11-20 Swarovski crystal round briolette, siam
1 #06-007-07-20 Swarovski crystal small briolette, siam
2 #37-212 Small oval jump rings, sterling silver
6 #41-551-32 Crimp tubes with loop, sterling silver
5 #37-805 Extra-thin eye pins, sterling silver

TIP: For a better hold between linked
sections, replace all simple loops with a
secure wrapping technique, shown at right.

“A Gift for Lois Lane” Necklace
As seen on the 2008 Super Supplement cover

Simple Loop


